BeyondInsight Platform Version 6.8
New and Updated Features
BeyondTrust BeyondInsight™ is the central management, policy, reporting, and analytics console for
BeyondTrust PowerBroker privileged access management and Retina enterprise vulnerability
management solutions. BeyondInsight enables IT and security professionals to collaboratively reduce
user-based risks, mitigate threats to information assets, address security exposures across large, diverse
IT environments, and comply with internal, industry and government mandates.
With BeyondInsight, IT and security teams have a single, contextual lens through which to view user and
asset risk as well as a centralized reporting and analytics platform that provides IT and business leaders
with visibility into the real risks facing their organizations.
BeyondInsight version 6.8 adds several new features that further enhance usability and reporting.

New Feature Highlights
Enhanced Address Group Import Improves Efficiency
Scan targets in the form of address groups can often change, resulting in admins having to delete
contents and create new ones. This can be an inefficient process, so organizations need a new a way to
perform automated scans without the unnecessary work of recreating groups from changes. With
version 6.8, BeyondInsight provides the ability to overwrite the contents of an address group when
importing addresses from a file. With enhanced drag-and-drop functionality, this capability makes
scheduling scans more efficient and improves the user experience. For a representation of this
capability, please see the screenshot below.
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New Azure and AWS Connector Alerts Ensure a More Complete Scan
If connectivity into cloud sources are not properly configured, it can result in inaccurate scan results.
With version 6.8, BeyondTrust has added email notifications so that administrators know when
connections to cloud instances fail. This capability ensures a more complete scan. For a representation
of this enhancement, please see the screenshot below.

New Cloud Asset Purge Settings Provide Greater Flexibility
Cloud assets are transient; they can be spun up and down quickly and easily, and retired assets no
longer need to be scanned. However, bulk rules such as a global purge are inefficient at managing these
types of assets. With version 6.8, BeyondTrust has refined purge settings to allow for retired cloudbased assets to be purged out quickly, while allowing for traditional assets to be purged at a greater
schedule. This provides greater flexibility in managing and securing cloud-based assets. For a
representation of this capability, please see the screenshot below.
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New Asset Vulnerability Report
Since the focus of a scan is to find vulnerabilities, organizations may not immediately know when a
system is scanned and is clean. With version 6.8 BeyondTrust provides the capability to show assets with
no vulnerabilities and their associated scan authentication status to prove it. This provides a clear view
of systems with no vulnerabilities and their scan authentication alert for proper follow-up. For a
representation of this capability, please see the screenshots below.
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About BeyondTrust
BeyondTrust is the worldwide leader in Privilege-Centric Security, offering the most seamless and
straightforward approach to preventing data breaches related to stolen credentials, hijacked insider
accounts, and misused privileges.
Our privileged access management platform is the most extensible on the market, enabling
organizations to easily scale their privilege security programs as threats evolve across endpoint, server,
cloud and network device environments. Only BeyondTrust unifies the industry’s broadest set of built-in
capabilities with centralized management, reporting and analytics, empowering leaders to take decisive
and informed actions to defeat attackers. This is backed by a flexible design that simplifies integration
with other best-of-breed solutions and boosts the value of our customers’ IT security investments.
With BeyondTrust, organizations gain the visibility and control they need to confidently reduce risk,
maintain productivity, and stay out of the headlines. We are trusted by over 19,000 customers and a
global partner network. Learn more at www.beyondtrust.com.
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